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Abstract 

Let Z and d be finite alphabets, and let f be a map from C* to A. Then the deterministic 
automaticity of f, &(n), is defined to be the size of the minimum finite-state machine that 
correctly computes f on all inputs of size <n. A similar definition applies to languages L. We 
denote the nondeterministic analogue (for languages L) of automaticity by NL(~). 

In a previous paper, Shallit and Breitbart examined the properties of this measure of de- 
scriptional complexity in the case IEI 22. In this paper, we continue the study of automaticity, 
focusing on the case where /Cl = 1. 

We prove that A/(n)<n + 1 - Llog,n], where G = /Al. We also prove that Af(n) > 
n - 2 log, n - 2 log, log, II for almost all functions f. 

In the nondeterministic case, we show that there exists a c such that for almost all unary 
languages L, we have NL(~) > cn/ log n for all sufficiently large n. The proof is based on a new 
enumeration method for languages accepted by unary q-state NFAs. 

If L is not a regular language, then it follows from a result of Karp that lim supnioc AL(n)/n 
> i. We conjecture that if L C O*, then this bound can be improved to (6 - 1)/2. 

Finally, we give some lower bounds for nondeterministic automaticity for nonregular lan- 
guages. 

1. Introduction 

In a previous paper [33], the third author and Breitbart examined the notion of 

automatic@, a fundamental measure of descriptional complexity for functions and 
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languages defined over finite alphabets C. Roughly speaking, the automatic@ AL(~) of 

a language L is the minimum number of states in any deterministic finite automaton 

that recognizes L on all strings of length <n. 

Automaticity has been studied by many writers, including Karp [22], who proved 

a “gap” theorem showing that if a language L is not regular, then its deterministic 

automaticity AL(~) must infinitely often be at least linear in n. In addition to its evident 

intrinsic interest, the measure has proved useful in obtaining nontrivial lower bounds. 

For example, Dwork and Stockmeyer (and Kaneps and Freivalds, independently) used 

the measure to obtain lower bounds on computation by two-way probabilistic finite 

automata [13, 14,201, and Kaneps and Freivalds used it to obtain lower bounds on the 

space complexity of probabilistic Turing machines [19]. 

Previous work focused on the case k = ICI >2. To date, it appears that no one 

has made a systematic study of automaticity in the unary case, when k = (Cl = 1. 

This is the case we examine in this paper. We prove upper and lower bounds on the 

automatic&y of languages, and along the way obtain in Theorem 7 the best known 

upper bound on the number of distinct unary languages accepted by nondeterministic 

finite automata with q states. We give a conjectured improvement to Karp’s bound in 

the case of unary languages, and show that our conjecture, if correct, is best possible. 

Finally, we examine the nondeterministic version of automaticity and prove upper and 

lower bounds. 

2. Notation and definitions 

We will use the following notation: C”” = E + Z + C2 + . . . + C”. 

We will be concerned with finite automata that can compute functions. A determin- 

istic jinite automaton with output (DFAO) is a sextuple M = (Q,C,6,qo, A,z), where 

Q is a finite nonempty set of states, C (the input alphabet) and A (the output alphabet) 

are finite nonempty sets, 6 is the transition function mapping Q x C into Q, qo is the 

initial state, and z is an output function mapping Q into A. We emphasize that 6 is 

complete; i.e., it is defined for all members of Q x C. The machine M computes a 

function gM from Z* to A as follows: gM(w) = z(b(qo,w)). 

In the case where A = (0, l}, this flavor of automaton coincides with the ordinary 

notion of automaton and acceptance/rejection. In this case we can associate a set of 

final states F such that F = {q E Q : z(q) = l}. The language accepted by A4 is then 

L(M) = {w E C* : 6(qo, w) E F}. 

By IMI we will mean the “size” of the automaton M, which we define to be the 

cardinality of the set Q of states in M. 

Let C and A be finite alphabets, and let f be a map from Z* to A. Then the 

(deterministic) automaticity of f is a function Af(n) defined as follows: 

Af(n) = min{]M] :MEDFAO and QwEZ”” f(w) = g&w)}. 
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Roughly speaking, Af(n) counts the minimum number of states in any DFAO M that 

simulates f correctly on all strings of length <n; how M behaves on longer strings 

is unspecified. In general, there may be many different automata for which the number 

of states is a minimum. 

If L C C* is a language, then we write AL(~) for the automaticity of the characteristic 

function XL(W), defined as follows: 

XL(W) = I 1 if wEL; 

0 otherwise. 

In this case, 

AL(n) = min{ IM\ : M EDFA and L(M) 0 C’” = L n Z”}. 

There is also a nondeterministic analogue of automaticity NL(n), which we define 

only for languages L: 

NL(n) = min{lM :MENFA and L(M) n Z’” = L n ZGn}. 

We note that our model of nondeterministic finite automaton is that defined in [ 181, 

and allows transitions only on single letters and the empty string E. 

We will sometimes use the following terminology. We say that a function f: C* +d 

is an nth-order approximation to a function g : C* + A if f(w) = g(w) for all w with 

Iwj <n. Similarly, we say that a language L C C* is an nth-order approximation to a 

language L’ C C* if we have L n C<” = L’ n C”“. 
The implied constant in the big-0 bounds in this paper may depend on k = /Cl and 

G = Idi, but not on n. 

3. Properties of automaticity 

In this section we recall from [33] some of the properties of deterministic and 

nondeterministic automaticity. 

Theorem 1. Let C = {0}, f : C* + A and L G C*. Then. 

(1) Karp’s Theorem: If L is not a regular language, then AL(n)a(n + 3)/2 for 

infinitely many 12. 

(2) For each w E C* with IwI dn, define S,(n) = f(w)f(wO)f(wOO) . . f(On-““l). 

Let Y(n) be the coilection {S,,,(n) : w E C”“}. For strings in Y(n), define the partiaf 

order < as follows: x 6 y tfx is a prejix of y. Then At(n) equals the cardinality of 

the set of maximal elements (under <) of Y(n). 

(3) IfL CO*, then there exists a constant c such that AL(n)~CeJNL(“)‘ogNL(n). 

Proof. (1) See [33, Theorem 31 or [22] 

(2) See [33, Theorem 71. 
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(3) The inequality A~(~~)~ce~~~(~)l’s~~(~) f or some constant c follows from results 

in [9]. (See also [26-29, 121.) 0 

4. Bounds on deterministic automaticity: The unary case 

Some very interesting questions arise when one attempts to determine automaticity 

of functions over a l-letter alphabet, say Z = (0). 

The sequences Sa(n),S&n), etc. introduced in Theorem 1 are nothing more than the 

suffixes of the sequence S,(n). Thus there is a connection with string matching. 

Let us introduce some notation. We say that the string x is a factor of a string y 

if there exist strings w,z such that y = WXZ. If C = {0}, and f : C* -+ d, we define 

w = w(f) = f(a)f(0).002)f(03) ‘. . . We call w(f) the characteristic word of f. 

Lemma 2. Let Z = {0}, e = JAI 92, and let f: C* + A be any function. Let w = 

w(f)=w()W]w2... be the characteristic word of f, so wi = f (0’). Then Af(n) = 
n + 1 - t, where t is the length of the longest (possibly empty) sufJix of WOWI . . . w,, 

that is also a factor of WOWI . . . w,_I. 

Proof. If there is such a suffix of length t, then there exists m < n such that 

W,+1-_t . .w, = w,+1_t.. . w,. 

Hence Son-k(n) is a prefix of So+k(n) for O<k<t- 1. It follows that A~(n)<n+ 1 -t. 

On the other hand, if AL(n) < n + 1 - t, then ,!&(n) would be a prefix of SOS(n) 
for some i < n - t, contradicting the maximality of t. 0 

It is easy to see that Af(n)<n + 1; in fact, this bound can be attained for any 

particular value of n by setting f (0’) = 0 for 0 <i < n, and f (On) = 1. We have 

S, = 0” 1, and none of the successive suffixes are prefixes of any other suffix. 

A more interesting question is to ask about the behavior of At-(n) for any fixed f, 
as n -+ CO. We will prove the following: 

Theorem 3. Let C = (0) and c!’ = IAl 22. Then for any function f : C* -+ A the 
inequality Aj(n) <n + 1 - [log, n] holds for infinitely many n. 

Proof. Define n = n(m) = P’ + m - 1. Note that m = Llog, n] . Consider the string 

& = f (E)f (0)f (O*) . . . f (0”) = WoWl . . . IV,. 

Contained in the string S, are P’ + 1 (overlapping) factors of length m. Hence there 

must be some factor x that appears at least twice in S,. Choose x so that n’ = n’(m), 

the position at which the second occurrence (counting from the left) of x ends, is as 

small as possible. 
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Let the first occurrence of x be Wkwk+i . . . Wk++_l, and let the second occurrence be 

Wn’+i--m.. . w,,. Then, by Lemma 2, 

Af(n’)~n’+l-m~n+1-m=n+1-~log,n]. 

To see that the inequality is true for infinitely many n’, it remains to see that n’(m) 

is strictly increasing. Suppose n’(m + l)<n’(m). Then there would be a factor of 

length m whose second occurrence ends at a position 6 n’(m + 1) - 1, contradicting 

the minimality of n’(m). This completes the proof. q 

Is it possible to explicitly construct an ,f for which n - &(n) = O(logn)? The 

answer is yes. 

Theorem 4. Let f be the function which assigns to E, 0, O’,. . . the values 

w=2202120020121021120002001201020112100210121102..., 

In other words, we concatenate all possible binary strings of length 0,1,2, etc., sep- 

arated by 2’s. Then n - Af(n) = O(logn). 

Proof. Looking at the proof of the previous theorem, we see that what we are trying 

to do is construct an infinite sequence such that the longest factor that occurs twice in 

any prefix of length n is O(logn). 

Suppose we consider a prefix P of w of length n. Between any two occurrences of 2 

in P, there is a string of O’s and l’s of length 6 log, n. Hence any factor of length at 

least 2 + 2 log, n must contain two 2’s. But then this cannot possibly match an earlier 

factor. It follows that all duplications must be of length < 2 + 2 log, n. q 

We can also make this construction work with a binary alphabet by recoding: we 

replace each 0 by 0, each 1 by 10 and each 2 by 11. The same argument as before 

works, and we have now expanded the string by a factor of at most 2. Hence the 

longest duplication is of length < 4 + 41og, n. It follows that for this f we have 

n - Af(n) = O(logn). 

A construction improving the 4 to 2 was given independently by Condon 

et al. [ll]. 

We now prove the following “almost all” result. We assume a uniform probability 

model, where the probability of f(w) = d for d E A is l/l Al. 

Theorem 5. Suppose C = (0) and 1 Al = 8 > 2. Then jbr almost all functions f : C” 4 

A we have Af(n) > n - 2 log, n - 2 log, log, n for all sufJiciently large n. 

Proof. Let us first estimate the number of distinct unary automata with outputs in A 

that have j states. It suffices to consider only those automata whose transition diagram 

is topologically connected. It is easy to see that the graph of such an automaton 
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must consist of j states connected consecutively, followed by the highest numbered 

state connected back to some previous state. Thus, topologically speaking, there are j 

possibilities. Since each state can have a different output associated with it, there are 

/j different possible output functions. This gives us an upper bound of jej for the 

number of distinct connected automata with j states. 

Since for any positive integer q we have 

C jej= 
eq+‘(qb-q- 1>+e PJ+yq+ 1) 

l<j<q (e- 1)2 d e-1 ’ 

it follows that the number of functions from C”” to d that are given by DFAO’s with 

<q states is bounded above by d@‘(q + 1 )/(/ - 1). Now set q = c(n), where 

c(n) = n - 2 log, n - 2 log, log, n. 

Then, since the total number of functions from 2”” to A is P+‘, the probability that 

a randomly chosen function f satisfies Af(n) d c(n) is bounded above by 

n+ 1 -2log~n-2log~log,~ 

(8 - l)G(log, nY =O(~(lo:@)~ 

Since En>2 & converges, by the Borel-Cantelli lemma [ 15, p. 1881, we must 

have Af(n) > c(n) for all sufficiently large n. 0 

For languages, we immediately get the following corollary: 

Corollary 6. For almost all languages L C O*, we have 

AL(n) > n - 2 log, 12 - 2 log, log, y1 

for all sujiciently large 12. 

5. An upper bound on the number of distinct unary NFA languages 

In this section, we digress briefly to prove an upper bound on the number of distinct 

unary languages accepted by NFAs with q states. This bound will be used in the next 

section. 

Theorem 7. There are O(q/ log q)q distinct unary languages accepted by NFAs with q 
states. 

The basic idea of the proof is to find a decomposition for such languages that can 

be completely described by a small number of parameters. The proof depends on a 

number of lemmas. 

We assume that L c a* is a unary language. We say that L is c-monotonic if, for 

all n 20, we have a” E L implies an+c EL. We also say that L is c-periodic after N 
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if, for all n 3N, we have a” E L iff anfc EL. As a consequence of these definitions, 

it follows that if L is c-monotonic, then there exists a constant N such that L is c- 

periodic after N. (For if L is c-monotonic, for each residue class j(modc) consider 

the first occurrence, if it exists, of a’ where i 3 j (mode)). On the other hand, if L is 

c-periodic after N, it may not necessarily be c-monotonic. 

Lemma 8. (a) Let L1, L2 be c-monotonic unary languages. Then so is L1 U L2. 

(b) Let L1, L2 be unary languages that are c-periodic after N. Then so is LI U Lz. 

Proof. Clear. 0 

Let M = (Q, Z, 6, qo, F) be a unary NFA, i.e., an NFA where C = {a}. We call 

a sequence (pO,pl,..., pr) of states of Q an accepting path for the string w = a’ if 

po = qo, pr~F, and piE6(p,_l,a) for 1 di<r. 

If M = (Q, C, 6,qo, F) is a unary NFA, then by G(M) we mean the underlying 

digraph of M, given by (V,E), where V = Q and 

E = {(P,P’): PEQ, p’E&p,a)}. 

Also define L(M,s) to be the set of all strings w E L having an accepting path that 

contains the state s. 

Lemma 9. Let A4 be a unary NFA with q states such that G(M) has a directed 

cycle of length c. Let s be any state contained in a directed cycle of length c. Then 

L(M, s) is c-monotonic. 

Proof. Let w = a” be a string in L(M,s), let (~0, ~1,. . . , p,,) be an accepting path 

for w, and let pi =s be a state contained in a cycle C of length c. Then we can create 

an accepting path for an+c by arriving at pi, going around the states of C, returning 

to pi, and then continuing to p,,. q 

Lemma 10. Let M,s, and L(M,s) be as in Lemma 9. Then L(M,s) is c-periodic after 

(c+ l)(q- 1). 

Proof. Suppose w = ae EL = L(M), with 8 > (c + 1)q - 1, and suppose there exists an 

accepting path for w containing a state s, where s lies in a cycle of length c in G(M). 

We will show how to produce an accepting path that contains s for adpkc, for some 

integer k 2 1. The result will then follow from Lemma 9. 

Let the accepting path for w be 9 = ( po, pl,. . . , pl), and let i be the smallest index 

such that pi = s. Divide the accepting path into the prefix P = (~0, ~1,. . . , pi = s) and 

the suffix S = (pi = S, pi+1 , . . . , pe). Note that P and S together contain i+l+e-i+ 1 = 

G + 2 > (c + 1)s states. Let p’ be any state that occurs most frequently in P, and s’ 

be any state that occurs most frequently in S. The total number of occurrences of both 

p’ and s’ in P and S is >c + 2. If any two of the occurrences of p’ or two of the 
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occurrences of s’ in B are separated by a subpath 9’ of length k = 0 (mode), then 

we obtain an accepting path for aepkc by simply cutting out 9’. 

Otherwise, assume that no two occurrences of pt or s’ are separated by a subpath of 

length E O(mod c). Call this Assumption A. We will shorten the path as follows: we 

cut out both the section between some occurrence of p’ in P and the last occurrence 

of p’ in P, shortening 9 by d, and the section between the first occurrence of s’ 

in S, and some later occurrence of s’ in S, shortening 9 by e. Now consider the 

>c possible values d (mod c) and -e(modc). Since by Assumption A, no two of 

the possible choices for d are equal (mode), the choices for d must be distributed in 

the ~OY~Z~YO residue classes (mode). The same thing holds for -e. Since there are at 

least c choices for d and -e, by the pigeonhole principle, there must be at least one 

pair (d, -e) for which d 3 -e (mod c); hence d + e = 0 (mod c). By cutting out both 

corresponding sections, we obtain an accepting path for se-kc for some k. 0 

Next, we prove a lemma about directed graphs. We say that a graph G is of girth 

c if every directed cycle is of length >c. If G is acyclic, its girth is defined to be 

infinite. 

Lemma 11. Let G be a digraph on q vertices of girth > 2q/3. Then there exists at 
least one vertex v that lies in every cycle. 

Proof. Any two directed cycles in G must have > 2q/3 + 2q/3 - q = q/3 vertices in 

common. Hence, any three directed cycles must have > 2q/3 + q/3 - q > 0 vertices 

in common. The result now follows from a theorem of Kosaraju [24]; also see [ 1,341. 

0 

The next lemma introduces the decomposition we will use to count the number of 

languages accepted by a unary NFA with q states. 

Lemma 12. Let M be a unary NFA with q states. Then there exists an integer r > 0, 

a strictly increasing sequence cl -C c2 -C . . . -c cr, languages L1, Lz, . . . , L,, and an 
NFA M,.+1 such that 

L(M) = ( > U Li U L(Mr+l > 
lQi<r 

and, for 1 Q i <r, the language Li is ci-monotonic and q-periodic after (c, + 1 )(q - 1). 

Furthermore, ifA&+ has q’ states, then the girth of G(M,+I) is > 2q’/3, and ifr 3 1, 

then q’ 9c,/2. Finally, q’ = q - (~1 + c2 + . . . + c,). 

Proof. We describe a recursive procedure for computing the decomposition of L(Mi). 
Let Mi have ni states, and let ci be the girth of G(A4i). If ci > 2ni/3, we terminate the 

procedure. Otherwise, we write 

L(M) = Li U L(M+l)7 
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where Li = {w E L(M,): there exists an accepting path for w that contains a state in 

some cycle of length ci}, and M ,+I is obtained from Mi by removing all states in all 

cycles of length ci. Note that we can take Mi+i to have exactly ni - ci states, some of 

which may be inaccessible. Clearly, this procedure terminates, since at each step we 

remove a positive number of states. It follows that q’ = q - (cl + c2 + . . + c,). 

If we write M = Mi, this gives us the decomposition 

where CI < c2 < . . < c,. The termination condition gives us cI+t > 2q’/3. Further- 

more, c, <2n,/3. Since q’ = n, - cr, we have q’ >3c,/2 - c, >c,/2. The fact that L, is 

ci-monotonic and q-periodic after (c, + l)(q - 1) follows from Lemmas 8-10. 0 

We are now ready to prove Theorem 7. The idea is to count the number of lan- 

guages accepted by an NFA with q states by parameterizing the decomposition given 

in Lemma 12. 

Proof of Theorem 7. We can completely specify any language accepted by an NFA 

with q-states by providing: 

( 1) the integers cl, ~2,. . . , c,; 

(2) for each pair (i,j) with 1 <i <Y and 0 <j < ci, whether or not there exists an 

n&O with IZ Ej(modci) and a”~&; 

(3) for each pair (i,j), with 1 < i <Y and 0 <j < ci, the cardinality of 

Li,j={d’ELi-(,iciLt) :.<(c,+l)(q-l)andnEj(modci)}; 

(4) the residual language L(M,+1). 
First, let us argue that these specifications suffice. From Lemma 12, we know that 

in the decomposition (1 ), each Li is ci-periodic after (c, + l)(q - 1). It follows that L, 

is completely determined by specifying cl, the congruence classes (mod c, ) of lengths 

of strings that are eventually covered by members of L,, and the strings of length 

< (c, + l)(q - 1). However, since each Li is also q-monotonic, it is not necessary to 

actually specify all the strings of length < (c, + l)(q - 1) in Li. It suffices to specify, 

for each j < cc, the shortest such string with length congruent to j (mod ci). And if this 

string is contained in Lt, for t < i, it need not be mentioned; thus it actually suffices 

to give the shortest such string s not contained in U1 Gr<i Lt. But then s is completely 

determined by the cardinality of Li,j. 

We now bound the number of possibilities in each of these parts as follows: 

(1) Since ci <cl < ... < c, bq, it suffices to specify a subset of cardinality Y of 

{1,2,..., q}. Hence there are at most 24 possibilities. 

(2) The total number of possibilities is 2ClfC2+“‘+cr = 24-q’. 

(3) The number of ways of choosing n nonnegative integers whose sum is fm is 

m+n ( > < (m + n>“/n!. 
n 
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The number of possibilities here can be enumerated by counting the number of ways 

of choosing cl + c2 + . . . + cr = q - q’ nonnegative integers whose sum is at most 

(c, + 1 )(q - 1). This gives us the upper bound 

B = ((c, + l)(q - 1) + q - q/)9-q’ I(4 - q’)!. (2) 

Now we know from Lemma 12 that c, <2q’, so, by Stirling’s approximation, 

B = O(qq’/(q - q’))q-q’. 

If q’ > 2q/3, then B = O(q2j3)q = O(q/logq)q. If q’ < 2q/3, then B = O(q’)q-4’. Now, 

by logarithmic differentiation with respect to q’, it is easy to see that B is maximized 

by choosing q’ = O(q/ log q), giving the bound B = O(q/ log q)q. 

(4) If G(M,.+i) is acyclic, then L(M,.+i) can be specified completely by specifying 

all the strings it accepts, and there are at most 24’ possibilities. Otherwise the girth 

of G(M,+i) is finite and exceeds 2q’/3, so by Lemma 11, there is a vertex v (i.e., a 

state of M,+i) that lies in every cycle. Now L(M,+i) can be specified completely by 

describing A = L n C<q’ and B = L n C$q’. There are 24’ possibilities for A. Let w 

be a string in B, and consider the sequence of states encountered in an accepting path 

(PO, . . . , pf) for w in k&.+1. By the pigeonhole principle, some state p = pi must be 

repeated. This corresponds to a cycle in G(M,+t ), which must contain v. Now consider 

the portion 9’ of the accepting path from v to pf. Either 9 is of length < q’, or again, 

by the pigeonhole principle, some state must be repeated. Let p’ be the first repeated 

state. Since v is in every cycle, we must have p’ = v. Continuing in this fashion, we 

see that every accepting path of length 24’ can be split into three parts: (i) an initial 

portion of length < q’, (ii) a concatenation of cycles (possibly 0) beginning and ending 

at v, and (iii) a tail of length < q’. These accepting paths are completely specified by 

providing (i) the list of lengths of acyclic paths from po to v, which is a subset of 

[O,q’), (ii) the set of possible cycle lengths, which is a subset of (2q’/3,q’], and (iii) 

the lengths of acyclic paths from v to any final state, which is a subset of [O,q’). It 

follows that there are at most 24’ . 24’i3 . 24’ = 27q’/3 possibilities for B. Multiplying 

this by the 24’ possibilities for A gives a total of at most 210q’/3 languages accepted 

by an NFA with underlying graph having finite girth >2q’/3. Thus the total number 

of possibilities for L(M,+I) is 210q’/3 + 2q’. 

By multiplying all four of these bounds together, we see that the number of distinct 

languages accepted by unary NFAs with q states is O(q/logq)q. 0 

6. Bounds on nondeterministic automaticity: The unary case 

In this section we give upper and lower bounds on nondeterministic automaticity 

when LCO”. 

Corollary 13. Suppose L c O*. Then there exists a constant c such that for almost 

all L we have NL(n) > cnllogn for all suficiently large n. 
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Proof. The result follows immediately from the BorelLCantelli lemma and Theorem 7 

of the previous section. q 

It is also easy to prove the following upper bound: 

Theorem 14. Let L C O*. Then NL(~) <n + 1 - llog, HJ for infinitely many n. 

Proof. This follows immediately from Theorems 3 and l(3). 0 

Can one find an explicit example of a unary language with linear nondeterministic 

automaticity? The answer is yes, as the following theorem shows. 

Theorem 15. Define Ls = (0 2’ :i>O}. Then NL(n)>n/4fbr ail n30. 

Proof. In [17], the following useful result is proved: suppose there exist r pairs of 

strings (xi, wi), 1 fi<r, such that xiwi E L for all i, and xiwj @L for all i # j, and 

lXlwj\ <n for all i, j, then NL(n) ar. 
We now apply this result to L5 to show that, for k 22, 

N,(n) 2 
2k-2+n-2k+1 if2k<n<2k+2k-2, 

2k-1 if 2k+2k-2<n<2k+1, 

from which the desired result follows immediately. 

To see this, first assume 2k < n < 2k + 2k-2. Then let Xi = 02k-2+i-1 for 1 < i < 2k-2 + 

n - 2k + 1. Also define 

{ 

02k-Z-i+ I for 1 <i<2k-2 11 , 
Wi = 

02k-2km2 -'+I for 2k-2 < i < 2k-2 + n - zk + 1. 

It is now easy to verify that 

XiWi = 

{ 

02k-’ for 1 <i<2k-2 

Ozk for 2k’2: i<ikw2 + n - 2k + 1, 

and that lxiwj] is not a power of 2 for i # j. 0 

7. Automaticity lower bounds for nonregular languages in the unary case 

Recall that Karp’s theorem (Theorem l( 1)) says that if L is not regular, then 

At(n)b(n + 3)/2 for infinitely many n. The proof does not depend on k (the size 

of the input alphabet), and hence is true if k = ICI = 1. It follows that if L C 0* is 

not regular, then 

AL(n) > 1. limsupn,2 
n+oo 
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However, this lower bound of i is apparently not attainable in the unary case. 

We make the following 

Conjecture 16. If L C 0* is not regular, then 

AL(n) 2 J5-1 & 0.61803. lim sup - 
n-+m n 2 

Using Lemma 2, we can rephrase this conjecture in a purely combinatorial fashion: 

Conjecture 16’. Let w = wswlw2.. . be an infinite word over a finite alphabet that is not 

ultimately periodic. Define s,(n) to be the length of the longest suffix of wow1 . . . w, 

that is also a factor of WOWI . . . w,_l. Then 

&v(n) ~ 3 - Js . 
liminf - ~ = 0.38197. 
n+oz n. 2 

Allouche has kindly informed us that Conjecture 16’ is related to a similar one of 

Rauzy [30, Section 5.21. This last paper also mentions that Rauzy’s conjecture has 

been proved by Rauzy in the case of the so-called Sturmian words. See [2] for more 

details. Also see [16]. 

We do not know how to prove Conjecture 16. However, we can prove that if the 

conjecture is true, then the constant (fi - I)/2 is best possible. In fact, this bound is 

achieved for an L related to f, the famous Fibonacci word [6,7]. 

One possible definition off is as follows: define ht = 1, h2 = 0, and h, = hn_thn_2. 

Thus, for example, hs = 01, hq = 010, hs = 01001, etc. Clearly h,<h,+t for all n>2, 

and hence it is meaningful to define f = lim,,, h,. We write the individual bits of 

f as fo,fi,..., and we have 

f = fof1 f2.. . = 0100101001001 . , . 

Notice that lhi] = Fig where Fi is the i’th Fibonacci number, defined by FO = 0, F1 = 1, 

and Fi = Fi-1 + Fi-2 for i32. 

There is a remarkable description of f in terms of Fibonacci representations. 

It is well known (see, for example, [25,36]) that every integer n >O can be expressed 

uniquely as 

where ai = ai E (0, l}, and uiui+t = 0 for all ia 1. We can think of the Fibonacci 

representation of n as an infinite string qa2a3 . . . where only finitely many of the 

ai’s are equal to 1; we write n(~) = ala2a3.. . . Also, we define fval(ata2., .ak) = 

Cl <i<k akFk+l* 
We have the following well-known theorem [23, Exercise 1.2.8.361. 

Theorem 17. Let n be a nonnegative integer. Then fn = q(n). 
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We define the unary Fibonacci language, L,c, as follows: 

LF = {O’:f, =O} = {&,02,03,05,07,0s )... }. 

It is known that f is not ultimately periodic (this follows, for example, from 

Karhumaki’s result [21] that f is fourth-power-free), and hence LF is not regular. 

We will prove that if L = LF, then lim SUP,,_~ A~(n)/n = (a - 1)/2. The proof de- 

pends on a lemma of independent interest, which gives the number of matches between 

two shifts of the Fibonacci word. 

First, we introduce some notation. If w = WOWIW~ . . . is an infinite word, then by 

nlw we mean the infinite word w,w,+t . . . By w =... b we mean the word w,w,+t . .wb. 

If V = Vp2V3.. . and w = ~1~2~3... are words (finite or infinite), then by d(v,w) 

we mean the least index i for which vi # wi. If no such index exists, then we write 

d(v, ur) = cc. We define m(v, w) = d(c, w) - 1; thus m(v, w) counts the length of the 

longest matching prefix of v and w. 

Lemma 18. Let r,s be nonnegative integers with r # s. Suppose d(r(F),s(F)) = k. 

Then m(rlf,sJf) = Fk+z - (t + 2), where t = fval(at(r)az(r). . . ak-l(r)). 

Proof. Notice that the formula is actually symmetric in r and s, since by definition 

ai = a,(s) for 1 <i<k - 1. 

Without loss of generality, let us assume that ak(r) = 1 and ak(s) = 0. If k = 1, 

then t = 0, and hence m(rlf,sJf) = Fx - 2 = 0. Hence, let us assume k>2. As r 

and s are successively incremented, their Fibonacci representations coincide on bits 1 

through k - 1, up to and including Y + Fk - (t + 1) and s + Fk - (t + 1). Then, at 

Y’ = Y + Fk - t, s’ = s + Fk - t, we have al...k_t(Y) = Ok-‘, ai...k__1(s) = 0kP21, and 

d(r;,,, s;~)) = k - 1. 

Now, as Y’ and s’ are successively incremented, their Fibonacci representations coin- 

cide on bits 1 through k - 2, up to and including Y’ + Fk- 1 - 1 and s’ + Fk_ 1 - 1. Then, 

at r” = Y’ +Fk-,, S” = s’ + Fk-1, we have al...+-2(Y”) = 0km31, al...k_2(s”) = 0ke2, 
and d(r&, s&.,) = k - 2. 

In the same manner as the previous paragraph, as Y” and s” are successively in- 

cremented, their Fibonacci representations coincide on bits 1 through k - 3, up to and 

including Y” + Fk-2 - 1 and s” + Fk-2 - 1. Then, at Y”’ = r” + F’k_2, s”’ = s” + Fk_2, 

we have ar...k_s(#“) = OkA and al...k__3(s”‘) = 0kP4(1). 

This continues until the pair (r(k-2),s(k-2)), for which d(r~&2),s&2)) = 2. Finally, 

we see that if Y(~-‘) = y(k-2) + 1 and s(~-‘) = sCk-‘) + 1, then d(r&“, si&“) = 1, 

and hence al(r ckP1)) # al(s(k-‘)). We see that 

I, r - r’ = Fk-1, 

r 11, _ /l 
= Fk--2, 

#k-l) _ r&-2) = F2 = 1, 

and so r(k-‘) - r’ = CzGjGk_, j F. = Fk+l - 2. 
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Adding this to Y’ - r = Fk - t, we see that the strings rJf and sJ f differ for the 

first time at position Fk - t + Fk+l - 2 = Fk+z - (t + 2). This completes the proof of 

the Lemma. 0 

Corollary 19. Let d(qF),qF)) = k. Then 

F kfl - 1 <m(rlf,df )<F/c+z - 2, 

Fk+l <@lf,df )@k+2 - 1. 

As the referee points out, related results can be found in [lo]. 

Theorem 20. Let L = LF, the unary Fibonacci language. Suppose F, -2 <k <F,+, - 3. 
Then AL(k) = F,- 1. 

Proof. First we show that AL(k) BF,_,. Since AL(k) is an increasing function of k, 
it suffices to prove this for k = F,, - 2. 

For this language L, and this value of k, we have S, = fo...(F,_2), and & = 

J;:...(F,__~) for O<i<F, - 2. Define xi = J;:...(F,__~). We then partition the collection 

{& : O<i < F,_l} as follows: 

Di = {xi:Odi<Fn_-2}, 

D2={xi:Fn-2 <i<F,_l}. 

We will show that D1 U 02 consists of F,_I strings that are pairwise incomparable 

under the prefix ordering. From this the result will follow. 

First, we show that all the elements of D1 are mutually incomparable under the 

< ordering. This follows because each string in DI is as long or longer than XF,_~, 

which is of length (F,, - 2) - Fn-__2 + 1 = F,_l - 1. But according to Corollary 19, 

4ilf, jlf) <Fe+2 - 1, where l=d(i(~),jc~)). Since i, j<F+z, it follows that e<n-3. 

Hence we have d(il f, jl f) < F,_l - 1, which means that the two strings xi and Xj 

differ in a position which is, at worst, their rightmost position. Thus, Xi and Xj are 

incomparable. 

Next, we show that all the elements of 02 are mutually incomparable under d. Let 

i, j be distinct integers such that F,_2 < i, j < F,_I. Then i and j both have a l-bit 

corresponding to the summand Fn-2 in their Fibonacci representation. Thus a,_J(i) = 
an-s(j) = 1. Since Fibonacci representations do not contain consecutive 1 ‘s, it follows 

that a,+(i) = a,_+(j) = 0. Hence d(i(F), jc,,)<n - 5. It follows from Corollary 19 

that d(iJf, jlf)<Fn_s - 1. But 1~~1, [xi/ >(F, - 2) - (F,_l - I)+ 1 = Fn-z. Hence the 

two strings xi and Xj differ, and so are incomparable. 

Finally, we show that all the elements of 02 are not comparable to elements 

of DI. Let OdidF,_2, and Fn_2 <j <F,_,. If d(ilf, jJ,f)<n - 4, then this fol- 

lows as in the previous paragraph. Since d(i(F), j(F)) < n - 2, the remaining case is 

when d(i,,,, j(F)) = n - 3. This can only occur when i = a and j = a + Fn_2. In 
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this case, Lemma 18 shows that d(ilf, jJf) = F,_r - (a + 1). On the other hand, the 

length of xj (the shorter of the two strings) is (F,-2)-(a+F,_2)+1 = FE_1 -(a+ l), 

exactly as long as is necessary to distinguish xi from xi. 

Thus we have shown AL(k)>Fn_l. 

It remains to show that for F,, - 2 f k <F,+l - 3, we have AL(k) <F,_I. Again, 

since AL(k) is increasing, it suffices to show this for k = F,+I - 3. Let yi = fi...~+,_s. 

As above, we partition the collection { & : 0 <i < F,+l - 3) as follows: 

D= {yi:Odi < F,_l}, 

N = {yi : F,_I <i<F,+l - 3) 

We will show that every string in N is a prefix of some longer string in D u N. 

Actually, it suffices to show that ye,_, is a prefix of yo, for it would then follow 

that YE_,+I is a prefix of _Yi for 1 d i < F,, - 3. But from Lemma 18, we know that 

m(Ol.f, F,-ilf) = F, - 2. But the length of ye,_, is F,, - 2, so yK_, is a prefix 
of yo. 0 

Corollary 21. We have 

lim sup 
k-03 

Aq = (Js- 1)/2. 

Proof. Let F,, - 2 Q k <F,+, - 3. Then 

AL(k) K-1 - - 
k ‘F,-2’ 

Hence 

AL(k) lim sup - 
K-1 6-l 

k-cc k 

< lim - = ~ 
n+mF,--2 2 . 

On the other hand, when k = F,, - 2, then 

AL(k) E-1 
-=F,-2’ k 

and so 

AL(k) ti - 1 
limsup ~ = ~ 

k-c-c k 2 . 
0 

In the last theorem of this section, we prove a result somewhat stronger than the 

claim in Conjecture 16, under a somewhat stronger hypothesis. 

Theorem 22. Let al < u2 < u3 < . . . be a strictly increasing sequence of nonnegative 

integers, and define 
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Then 

lim sup 
A(n) 3 
-a-. 

n-ice n 4 

The constant i cannot be replaced by any larger number. 

Proof. It is readily verified using Lemma 2 that for w = w(L) we have s,,,(Ci GiSk ai) 

= a,& 1. It fOllOwS that 

AL(n) 
lim sup - 

. 

n-CC n 3 l - ‘lf!!J!$ $I, ai. 

Now it can be shown (see [S]) that for all sequences of positive real numbers al, ~2,. . . 

we have 

. . 
‘ffEf cp,“r,‘. ai ’ a’ 

From this, the first result follows. 

To see that the constant i is best possible, consider L = {02’ : i>O}. For this L we 

have AL(2”) = 1 + 3.2”-2 for n>3. 0 

8. Lower bounds for nondeterministic automaticity for nonregular languages 

In this section we are interested in obtaining lower bounds, similar to that given in 

Karp’s theorem, for the nondeterministic automaticity of nonregular languages. 

Theorem 23. There exists a constant c’ (which does not depend on L) such that if 

L C 0* is not regular, then NL(n) 2 c’(log n)2/(log log n) inJinitely often. 

Proof. Suppose, to the contrary, that L is nonregular and NL(n) < c’(log n)2/(log log n) 

for all n suIIiciently large. Then from Theorem l(3), we have AL(n) < cnfl for all n 
sufficiently large. (Here c is the constant in Theorem l(3)). By choosing c’ sufficiently 

small, we get a contradiction with Theorem l( 1). 0 

We now give a “natural” unary language with nondeterministic automatic@ close 

to the lower bound in Theorem 23. 

Theorem 24. Let L1 = (0”‘: n odd, > 1). Then L2 = G = 0* - L1 is not a regular 
language. Assuming Conjecture 25 below, we have NL2(n) = O((log n)2(loglog n)). 
Assuming the Extended Riemann Hypothesis (ERH), we have NLI(n) = O((log n)4/ 

(log log n)). 

The proof depends on the observation that if a number congruent to 1 (mod 8) “looks 

like a square” modulo all “small” primes, then it is in fact a square. 
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More precisely, for r a positive integer = 1 (mod 8) that is not a square, define h(r) 

to be the least odd prime p such that the Jacobi symbol (r/p) = -1. Also define 

J(m) = , y;&, h(r). 
r not a square 

r~l (mod 8) 

Then the ERH implies that J(m) < 3(log m)*; see [4,35]. 

The “reasonable conjecture” is the following: 

Conjecture 25. We have J(m) = O((log m)(loglog m)). 

A simple probabilistic model gives this better bound (and more), and it is also 

supported by the available numerical evidence; see, for example, [5]. 

Proof of Theorem 24. We construct an NFA A4 such that L(M) n Zrn = L2 n C”” 

as follows: we “guess” an odd prime p and on input Oj, compute j (mod p) with a 

cyclic counter. If (jp) = -1 (which depends only on j(mod p)), then j cannot be 

a square, and so we accept. We do this for all odd primes p < J(n). We also have 

a nondeterministic transition from the initial state to a counter (mod 8), and accept if 

j $ 1 (mod 8). 

The number of states needed is therefore 9 + x2 < PGJ(n) p, which is 

O((log n)*(loglog n)) assuming Conjecture 25, or O((log n)4/(loglog n)) assuming 

ERH. 0 

We can also give an example of a nonregular unary language with poly-logarithmic 

nondeterministic automaticity where the 

theses. First, we prove a simple lemma: 

Lemma 26. Dejine 8(x) = CPGx log p. Then 8(x) > 0.23x for x > 2. 

bound does not depend on unproved hypo- 

Proof. Rosser and Schoenfeld [3 1, Theorem lo] proved that 6(x) > 0.84x for x 3 10 1. 

The stated inequality can now easily be verified for 2 <x < 101. q 

Theorem 27. Define L3 = (0” : na 1 and the least positive integer not dividing n is 
not a power of 2). Then NL3(n) = O((log n)3/(log log n)). 

Proof. The language L3 is not regular, since it is proved in [3] that G is not regular. 

Let n be a fixed integer >O; we show how to construct an NFA accepting an nth- 

order approximation to the language L3. The construction of our NFA is based on the 

following two observations: 

(i) if 0” E L3, then there exists a prime power pk, with pb3, k> 1 and pk Q4.4 log n 
such that n $0 (mod p”) and n = O(mod2”) where s>O is an integer with 2” < pk < 
ptl. 

(ii) if there exists a prime power pk (~23, k> 1) such that n $ O(mod pk) and 

n = O(mod2”) with s>l and 2$ < pk < 2’+l, then 0” E L3. 
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Proof of (i): let 0” E Ls, and let t be the least integer not dividing n. Then t is 

not a power of 2. Clearly t is a prime power. Furthermore, we claim that t < 4.4 log n. 

Suppose not; then n is divisible by all the integers < 4.4 log n. Hence 

na lcm k = e(/1(4.4iosn) > e+ti%n) > n, 
l<k<4.4logn 

a contradiction. (Here t&c) = Cti_ log p, and we have used Lemma 26.) 

We have n 9 0 (mod t). Also n E 0 (mod2S) for 2’ < t; for otherwise the least 

integer not dividing n would be a power of 2. 

Proof of (ii): suppose n $ O(modpk) (~23, k>l) and n E O(mod2”) for sal 

with 2s < pk < 2 s+l Let t be the least integer not dividing n. Then t <pk. However, . 

since n E 0 (mod 2$) for all s with 2’ <t, t is not a power of 2. Hence 0” E L3. 

Now an NFA can be constructed using these two observations, as follows: we non- 

deterministically “guess” an odd prime power pk G4.4 log n, and then, on input 0’ 

(with r <n), compute r (mod ~~2~) for s satisfying 2’ < pk < 2’+‘. We accept if r $ 

0 (mod pk) and r E 0 (mod 2’). This requires 1 + CPk g4,410g n O((P~)~) states, which 

is O((log n)3/(log log n)). 0 

Our last result is the following: define 

S(q,k) = {r E Ha0 : r +Q! O(modq) and r E 0 (mod2k)}. 

Define 

58 = {3,5,7,9,11,13,17,19,23,25,. . .}, 

the set of odd prime powers. Given a function f from the integers 23 into the reals 

2 1, define the set ,4f as follows: 

Ar = y;~~(qi llois, f(q)J 1. 

Then we have 

Theorem 28. Let f be any function from the integers 23 to the reals 2 1. 

Assume that f is a (not necessarily strictly) increasing unbounded function such that 

llog,f(p=)J t k a es on all positive integer values, as p ranges over all odd primes and 
e B 1. Define Lf = (0” : n E Af}. Then Lf is not a regular language, and we have 
NL, = f (5 log n)O((log n)2/(log log n)). 

Before giving the proof, we remark that the function f(x) = x satisfies the hypo- 

theses. In this case, we obtain the language L3 above. 

Furthermore, suppose we define lg(‘) x as follows: lg x = 1, if x < 2, and lg x = log, x 

if x > 2. Also, lg(‘)x = lgx, and lg(‘) = lg lg(‘-‘) x for i > 2. Then the function lg(‘) x 

satisfies the hypotheses. Thus, using the series of functions lg(‘)x, lgc2)x, lgc3)x,. . . , we 
can obtain a language with nondeterministic automaticity arbitrarily close to the bound 

G((log n)2/(log log n)). 
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Proof. First we show that Lf is not regular. We do so by assuming that the complement 

L,f IS in fact regular, and obtaining a contradiction. 

For each positive integer k, let qk be the largest odd prime power pe for which 

k = [log, f(pe)]. (Such a qk exists by our hypothesis on the function ,f.) Clearly, 

Llog, f(q)] > k for all prime powers q > qk. 

Now define, for each integer k 2 1, 

mk = 2 1’0s: f(4k 11 lcm q. 
4G4k 
q- 

Then 2k 11 mk, where by ra I( n we mean r* 1 n and @‘An. Note that Omk E Lf, since 

mk = O(modq) for q<qk, and mk f 0(mod2k+‘). 

Since Lf is regular, we may write 

ily = u (o’J)*os~ 
/CA 

for some finite set A and nonnegative integers sj, tj. If tj = 0, then F is finite, and 

the result follows immediately. Otherwise, assume tj > 1. Since Omk E Lf, we may 

write mk = s, + ntj for some j E A and integer n 20. We may assume that k is 

sufficiently large such that every nonzero tj divides mk. Define n’ = n + mk/tj. Then 

2mk = Sj f dtj. Hence 02mk E 6. Let r be the least odd prime power > qk. Note that, 

by our hypothesis on the range of [log, f( pe)J, we have [log, f(r)] = k + 1. Then 

2mk $ 0 (mod r) and 2mk = O(mod 2110sz fcr)l). Thus 02mr E L,f. This contradiction 

proves that Lf is not regular. 

It remains to give an upper bound on the size of the smallest NFA accepting some 

nth-order approximation to Lf. First we prove the following lemma: 

Lemma 29. Let n be an integer 33. Then the least odd prime power nondivisor of 

n is <51ogn. 

Proof. From the proof of Lemma 26, we know that 

If(x) := c log p30.84x - log X > 0.75.X 
Pk <x 
pa3 

for x 3 101. For 3 dx d 101, it can be verified by a short computation that $‘(x)~O.21x. 

Now if n has no odd prime power nondivisor < 5 log n, it must be the case that n is 

divisible by all the odd prime powers Q 5 log n. Hence n ae$‘(5’0g n, ael.os’Og n > n, a 

contradiction. q 

Now if n E Af, and n 2 2, then n E S(q, k) for some odd prime power q. We claim 

that in fact there exists an odd prime power q < 5 log n for which n E S(q, k). For by 

Lemma 29, the least odd prime power qo which is a nondivisor of n is < 5 log n. Let 

ko = [log, f(qo)] . If 2ko]n, then n $2 S(q, k) for all k 2 ko, and hence for all q > qo. But 
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q 1 n for all odd prime powers q < qo, so n # S(q,k) for all odd prime powers q < qo. 

Therefore n $ Af, a contradiction. Hence 2k0 (n, and so n E S(qo,ko). 

The total number of states needed to accept an nth-order approximation to Lf is 

therefore 

1+ c 4.2k < f(5logn) c 4 
qQ5 log n q<5log n 

k= llog, f(q)1 @a 

= f(5 log n)O((log n)*/(log log n)). 

This completes the proof of Theorem 28. 0 
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